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Purpose
• Expectations Overall

• The Bay Area has overlapping crises. We need to solve for 
multiple complicated and connected crises.
• Housing affordability, climate change, and inequity are all 

pressing challenges. We can’t solve just one crisis. 

• Get grounded with current experts to frame issues and 
ideas more comprehensively with staff.

• Need holistic and integrated policies and programs. 
Solutions exist – focus on what local government can do to 
have an impact.

• Expectations of the Session
• Seeking active conversations and the wisdom in the room.

• Turn on camera and participate during discussion portion.

Join city/county planners 
with wildfire professionals 
and experts to proactively 
protect and preserve housing 
from wildfires.

Learn from state and national 
experts that outline current 
science, technology, 
programs and best practices.
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WORK GROUP MEETINGS
WILDFIRES – PRESERVATION & PROTECTION OF HOMES

9/30 10/14 11/4 12/2

Overview of fire 
evolution, fire science, 
intro to home hardening 
& defensible space, plus 

introduction of Marin 
Wildfire Prevention 

Authority.

Wildfires & 
Housing 101

Deep dive into 
defensible space & 

home hardening with 
updates from CAL FIRE 
plus practical resident 

guidance.

Defensible Space & 
Home Hardening 

+ CAL FIRE Update
Exploration of new 
evacuation laws (SB 

99, AB 747), OPR 
updates, and 
approaches to 

modeling.

Evacuations: 
Laws, Practices 
& Technology Outline planning & risk 

mitigation initiatives for 
wildfires.  Explore how 

to add ADUs and housing 
in the WUI.

Land Use Planning 
in the WUI + ADUS

3
3
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01 OVERVIEW
Welcome, introductions, and overview of Session 4 “Land Use 
Planning in the WUI”

02 SPEAKERS
Speakers to ground us in traditional and emerging land use planning 
tools to protect housing from wildfires.

03 CHALLENGES & BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Deep dive into three key challenges related to housing/wildfires –
looking for practical ideas and next steps.

04 CONCLUSION
Review upcoming sessions and review Resource Guide.

Agenda
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SESSION 4

Land Use
Planning
in the WUI
How can density be added 
while adding protection to 
homes and neighborhoods?
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Today’s Speakers

MOLLY MOWERY
Executive Director

Community Wildfire Planning Center

MATT DAMON
Deputy Chief

Land Use Planning Program
CAL FIRE

BETH HOTCHKISS
Associate Program Analyst

State Governor’s 
Office of Planning and Research

Approaches to integrating 
wildfire dynamics into 

land use planning.

Updates on CAL FIRE Land 
Use Planning Division 

processes and resources.

Updates on active OPR 
wildfire projects and 

products.
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MOLLY MOWERY, AICP
Executive Director
Community Wildfire Planning Center

• Co-developed national wildfire programs, including Fire Adapted 
Communities, Community Planning Assistance for Wildfire, and 
REALFire.

• Designs and delivers national trainings for land use planners and 
fire professionals. 

• Founded Wildfire Planning International, land use/wildfire 
mitigation consulting firm.

• Member of APA, Chair-Elect for Hazard Mitigation and Disaster 
Recovery Division. Lead author of Planning Advisory Service Report 
594 “Planning the Wildland-Urban Interface”.

• Bachelor’s degree from Naropa University and Master’s degree in 
City Planning from MIT.

Approaches to integrating 
wildfire dynamics into land 

use planning.



Land Use Planning for 
Fire-Adapted Communities

Molly Mowery, AICP  
Executive Director, Community Wildfire Planning Center
Association of Bay Area Governments Wildfire Resilience Series I December 2, 2021



What is a 
Fire-Adapted 
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Fire-adapted actions are 
interconnected 



Waldo Canyon Fire, 2012 (Colorado) Image Credit: National Interagency Fire Center
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Image Credit: World Photo/Don SeabrookSleepy Hollow Fire, 2015 (Washington)
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Fire-adapted actions are not 
interchangeable



Access

Image Credit: Molly Mowery
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Test your knowledge!



Land uses
Q. Which additional land uses should be subject to 
conditions of approval in wildfire hazard areas?

A. Vulnerable uses B. Hazardous land uses C. Temporary land uses
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Land uses
Q. Which additional land uses should be subject to 
conditions of approval in wildfire hazard areas?

D. All of the above



Land uses
Q. Which additional land uses should be subject to 
conditions of approval in wildfire hazard areas?

D. All of the above!



Vegetation/  
fuel 

management

Image Credit: Molly Mowery

Siting and 
density

Q. When are greenbelts, golf courses, parks, trails, 
and similar land uses considered fuel breaks?



Vegetation/  
fuel 

management

Image Credit: Molly Mowery

Siting and 
density

A. When they meet the conditions to alter fire 
behavior and/or not support ignition or fire spread.



Molly Mowery (left);  SC Division of Forestry, National Interagency Fire Center (right)

Siting and 
density

Q. Which type of housing density results in the 
highest number of structure losses from a wildfire?

A. Low-density (WUI Intermix) B. Medium-density (WUI Interface) C. High-density (WUI Interface)
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Density & Structure Loss

Syphard et al., 2019. The relative influence of climate and housing development on current and projected future fire 
patterns and structure loss across three California landscapes. Global Environmental Change, (56), pp.41-55 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2019.03.007

Reference

“Nevertheless, losses in urban areas were still only a portion of the 
total number of structures destroyed... and thus do not change the 
main conclusions of our study: overall, most structure 
loss tends to occur in areas of low-density.”

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2019.03.007


Density & Structure Loss

Kramer et al., 2019. High wildfire damage in interface communities in California. International Journal of Wildland Fire, 
(28), pp 641-650 https://doi.org/10.1071/WF18108

Reference

“We found that interface WUI contained 50% of buildings destroyed 
by wildfire, whereas intermix WUI contained only 32%. The 
proportion of buildings destroyed by fires among classes was 
similar, though highest in interface WUI areas (15.6%). Our 
results demonstrate that the interface WUI is where 
most buildings were destroyed in California, despite less 
wildland fuel.”

https://doi.org/10.1071/WF18108


Siting and 
density

Q. Which type of housing density results in the 
highest number of structure losses from a wildfire?

More research is needed! Density decisions should also consider other planning priorities



Additional considerations



• Guided by state and local 
requirements

• Integrates fire adapted 
concepts – building, roads, 
water supply, landscaping, 
etc.

• Requires maintenance

NEW 
DEVELOPMENT



Image:  CAL FIRE

EXISTING 
DEVELOPMENT

• Triggered by real estate 
transactions, rebuilding, 
retrofits

• Stronger reliance on 
outreach, education, 
voluntary efforts

• Opportunities for evacuation 
planning, vegetation 
management

• Requires maintenance



“Require all cities and 
counties having any areas 
of undeveloped wildlands 
within their boundaries to 
review their ordinances on 
planning, land use, 
building and fire for the 
purpose of making them 
truly effective in reducing 
the danger of destruction 
of residences and other 
structures by wildland fire.”

This isn’t actually new…



“The existing tools 
available for fire 
managers and planners 
to use in providing for 
protection from 
wildland fires are 
environmental review, 
codes and regulations, 
and the judicial 
process.”



• General Plan
• Fire Safe Regulations
• Subdivision Regulations
• Building Code
• Development / Zoning Code
• Fire Code
• Community Wildfire Protection Plans (CWPPs)
• Hazard Mitigation Plans
• Resiliency Plans
• Post-Disaster Recovery Plans

Planning tools for fire-adapted communities



• Planning for fire 
adapted communities 
requires many actions

• Actions are not always 
interchangeable

• Additional research, 
education, and support 
is needed

• Wildfire planning 
occurs alongside many 
other priorities

Image:  CAL FIRE
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Image Credit: Molly Mowery

Areas of 
refuge

On the Horizon

• Temporary areas of refuge – NIST Camp Fire Study

• WUI Best Practices Inventory – Adaptation Clearinghouse

• Plan Alignment Tools – OPR ICARP

• Land Uses & Fuel Breaks – CWPC / The Nature Conservancy

• Land Use Planning Training – CWPC / CAL FIRE

Post-
disaster 
recovery



Molly Mowery, AICP
Executive Director, Community Wildfire Planning Center
molly@communitywildfire.org
www.communitywildfire.org 

Image:  NIFC Photo LIbrary

Stay in Touch



Learn More

communitywildfire.org

Image: Molly Mowery

fireadaptednetwork.org



• OPR General Plan (GP) Guidelines (2017)
http://opr.ca.gov/planning/general-plan/guidelines.html

• OPR Fire Hazard Planning Technical Advisory (2020 Update)
http://opr.ca.gov/docs/20201109-Draft_Wildfire_TA.pdf

• OPR Evacuation Routes Technical Advisory (in progress, public 
draft late 2021 or early 2022)

• CA Adaptation Clearinghouse  https://resilientca.org/
• CA Adaptation Planning Guide https://resilientca.org/apg/
• APA WUI Planning Guide https://communitywildfire.org/resources
• CAL FIRE Land Use Planning Program 

https://osfm.fire.ca.gov/divisions/wildfire-planning-engineering/land-
use-planning/

Additional Resources

http://opr.ca.gov/planning/general-plan/guidelines.html
http://opr.ca.gov/docs/20201109-Draft_Wildfire_TA.pdf
https://resilientca.org/
https://resilientca.org/apg/
https://communitywildfire.org/resources
https://osfm.fire.ca.gov/divisions/wildfire-planning-engineering/land-use-planning/


CalOES / FEMA: Hazard Mitigation Grants Program
• LHMP updates tied to safety element updates that address wildfire 

mitigation and climate adaptation may be eligible
• https://www.caloes.ca.gov/cal-oes-divisions/recovery/disaster-

mitigation-technical-support/404-hazard-mitigation-grant-program

CAL FIRE: Fire Prevention Grant Program - Planning Grants
• Safety element updates are eligible, must address wildfire
• Details and guidelines: https://www.fire.ca.gov/media/hrwgvghb/fire-

prevention-grants-fy20-21-and-fy21-22-procedural-guide-final.pdf

Additional Resources

https://www.caloes.ca.gov/cal-oes-divisions/recovery/disaster-mitigation-technical-support/404-hazard-mitigation-grant-program
https://www.fire.ca.gov/media/hrwgvghb/fire-prevention-grants-fy20-21-and-fy21-22-procedural-guide-final.pdf


CAL FIRE – Initiatives & Resources 
Coming Soon in 2022

Wildfire Land Use Training Program
Fall 2022 – Training
New training program to help planners across California learn more about wildfire risk reduction through land use tools. 

Fire Hazard Severity Zone Maps
Release of State Responsibility Area Maps – Early 2022
Release of Local Responsibility Area Maps – Late 2022
The current maps (last updated 2007-2010) are being updated to incorporate improved fire science and a more spatially detailed model. SB 63 
and AB 642 will result in published maps for the LRA high and moderate zones with corresponding building requirements.

State Minimum Fire Safe Regulations Update (Board of Forestry and Fire Protection)
Public Review Draft – Spring 2021, this draft is under internal review and editing and IS NOT final.
Final Draft – TBD
The regulations set certain minimum standards for structures, subdivisions, and developments in State Responsibility Area (SRA) and Local 
Responsibility Area (LRA) Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones (VHFHSZ).

Other Initiatives
• Fire Prevention Grant Program
• Community Home Hardening Model Program (Pilot Program)
• Defensible Space Assistance Program (Pilot Program)
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Fire Hazard Planning Technical Advisory
2022 – Final Release

Guidance for complying with statutory requirements to address wildfire hazards and associated risks in the general plan safety element. 

WUI Best Practice Project
Spring 2022 – Release a WUI Planning Tools Guide and up to 10 best practice case studies
Catalogues local government best practices for planning and enforcement that address wildfire hazards and risks in the WUI.

Wildfire & Flood-After-Fire Plan Alignment Guides
Spring 2022 – Gather feedback
Summer 2022 – Publish final Plan Alignment Guides
Guidance for how different planning processes can be aligned to better leverage their resources and capacity to prepare for future 
hazards.

Evacuation Technical Advisory
Spring 2022 – Draft Release
Late 2022/Early 2023 – Final Release
Guidance to assist planners in discussions with professionals from hazard mitigation, emergency response, and disaster recovery 
agencies as they work together with community members to develop effective evacuation policies for the general plan.

8
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WILDFIRE/HOUSING SERIES
Resource Guides
Completed

 1 Wildfires – Research, Science & Key Organizations

 2 Marin Wildfire Prevention Authority (MWPA)

 3 Home Hardening and Defensible Space Resources 
for Residents

 4 Fire Safe Marin’s Collaborative Wildfire Public 
Education and Programs

 5 New Evacuation Laws, Key Considerations and 
Planning Resources

 6 Coming Soon – 2022 State Initiatives & 
Resources
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Challenge 1

Density & 
Setbacks 
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SESSION #1, Slide 48
Daniel Gorham



UC ANR 8695

Embers Radiant Heat Flame Contact

SESSION #2, Slide 11

Three ways homes ignite in wildfire events:

Stephen
Quarles, Ph.D.

Yana
Valachovic



How can homes with minimal setbacks be made more resilient for a fire 
adapted environment? While large setbacks between structures can reduce 
the likelihood of radiant heat ignition between homes, large setbacks also 
limit flexibility in accommodating needed housing. How can we add density 
(additional units or ADUs), while also adding protection to homes and 
neighborhoods?
 What are strategies for existing homes? 
 What are strategies for new homes including ADUs?
 What are strategies for the neighborhood scale?

CHALLENGE 1



How can homes with minimal setbacks be made more resilient for a fire 
adapted environment?

 What are strategies for existing homes? 
 What are strategies for new homes including ADUs?
 What are strategies for the neighborhood scale?

CHALLENGE 1

Start with baseline best practices. Preventing any home from igniting is the number one priority. 
Address the three types of fire exposures: radiant heat, embers, and direct flame contact. Incorporate 
the zero-to-five foot defensible space zone, property-wide defensible space measures, and home 
hardening. 

Build new housing to WUI code. Making new housing fire hardened in construction will reduce its 
risk.  If anew building, replaces a pre-2009 building this likely reduces a neighbor’s risk.

Consider higher Chapter 7a standards. Not all Chapter 7a homes are equal. Particularly homes 
with narrow setbacks, consider requiring a one-hour fire rating on adjacent walls as well as installation of 
windows with at least one pane of tempered glass. 

Zone Zero Clear & Clean – especially with adjacent homes & narrow setbacks. Sheds, 
piles, and other combustibles located near buildings increase the main building’s vulnerabilities.  Zone 
Zero and home hardening apply to all structures on the property. 

APPROACHES 1



#1
What approach do 

you think will 
work in your 
community?

#2
In practice, what 

challenges do you foresee 
and/or the solutions 
some of the experts 

identified?

#3
What additional 
information or 

products would you 
need to address the 

challenge?

BREAKOUT ROOMS
Challenge #1



Challenge 2

Evacuations
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UC ANR 8695

Early 
Warning 
Systems

Routes

Public
Notification

Health
Services

Interagency 
Coordination

Areas of 
Refuge

Activating
Emergency 
Responders

Community 
Preparedness

Social 
Networks

Evacuation routes are just one piece of an 
effective emergency management process.

SESSION #3, Slide 13
Erik de Kok



Populations

Infrastructure

Hazard

Roads Parcels

Critical 
Locations
(schools, hospitals, 
etc.)

People

VehiclesWildfire

Static Evacuation 
Analysis

Dynamic Evacuation 
Analysis

Communications

Traffic

Hazard Evolution

Seismic
Other…

SESSION #3, Slide 23
Kate Lyons



How can we better prepare our residents, provide access for fire apparatus 
and reduce congestion to accelerate actual evacuation times in an 
emergency? Fire apparatus need a minimal width to protect homes. A 
range of factors, including the number of households evacuating, are a 
factor in evacuation throughput. How can we add density (additional units 
or ADUs), while also addressing evacuation for residents?
 What approach can identify these existing conditions?
 What strategies might address fire apparatus access?
 What strategies might address evacuation clearance time?

CHALLENGE 2

CHALLENGE 2b – Evacuation Clearance TimeCHALLENGE 2a – Fire Apparatus Access



How can we better prepare our residents, provide access for fire apparatus 
and reduce congestion to accelerate actual evacuation times in an 
emergency?
 What strategies might address fire apparatus access?
 What strategies might address evacuation clearance time?

CHALLENGE 2

 Build your team. Bring together emergency management, fire, law enforcement with 
planners to discuss the new laws, tools, community issues and overall approach.

 Conduct evacuation analysis. Leveraging compliance with SB 99 and AB 747 (see Session 
3), use information to make informed decisions about actions to improve evacuation outcomes 
for existing and future residents.

 Define your challenge. Which of the two challenges are issues in the community? Where 
are they most significant?

 Challenge 2a concepts. When right-of-way is a challenge, parking strategies may be key. In 
some cases, widening, connectivity, or other major investments may be transformational. Creating 
greater defensible space along fire evacuation routes is also key.

 Challenge 2b concepts. See next slide from Session 3.

APPROACHES 2



UC ANR 8695
SESSION #3, Slide 35

Bingyu Zhao, Ph.D.

Each community is different, use simulations to identify the 
best strategies to improve evacuation in wildfire emergencies.

 Lane volume: contraflow, limited 
street parking on red-flag days

 Intersection efficiency: adjusted 
traffic signals, etc.

 Roadway vegetation management 
to limit fire-induced road closures

 Vehicle reduction: car-pooling; 
reducing towed vehicles

 Information: fast notification and 
sharing of enroute traffic conditions

 Areas of refuge/shelters

Supply-side StrategiesDemand-side Strategies
 Phased evacuations



#1
What approach do 

you think will 
work in your 
community?

#2
In practice, what 

challenges do you foresee 
and/or the solutions 
some of the experts 

identified?

#3
What additional 
information or 

products would you 
need to address the 

challenge?

BREAKOUT ROOMS
Challenge #2



Challenge 3

Community 
Scale Action
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Targeted Fuel 
Breaks

Watershed 
Management

Building Codes

Land use & 
development codes

Local Government 
Support

Subdivision Design 
Standards

Landscaping 
Regulations

Land Preservation 
Tools

25SESSION #1, Slide 29
Kimiko Barrett

FIRE ADAPTED COMMUNITY

Home Hardening

Defensible Space

Evacuation Planning

Community 
Engagement



How can communities take action together on wildfire adaptation? 
Many wildfire adaptation actions are the responsibility of individuals, but 
the risk is shared. A single resident can’t adapt to fire alone, it takes 
community-scale action. 
 What are the approaches to collective wildfire action?
 How can collective action be advanced through the housing element?

CHALLENGE 3



How can communities take action together on wildfire adaptation? 
 What are the approaches to collective wildfire action?
 How can collective action be advanced through the housing element?

CHALLENGE 3

 Planning, not a Plan. The process of planning builds relationships, knowledge, investigates 
hazards, initiates mitigations and moves a community forward in its adaptation to wildfires. The plan is 
important, but the planning process is the key.

 Engage, educate, empower. Individuals must take action

 Borrow from others. Resources from State agencies, non-profits, and other cities can be 
borrowed directly or altered slightly for your community (see Resource Guide #3). 

 Partner with others. Amplify your reach by finding a local community partner like Fire Wise 
(see Resource Guide #1) or Fire Safe Marin (see Resource Guide #4). Explore multi-jurisdictional 
approaches like Marin Wildfire Prevention Authority (see Resource Guide #2) to advance actions with 
neighbors.

APPROACHES 3



WILDFIRE/HOUSING SERIES
Resource Guides
Completed

 1 Wildfires – Research, Science & Key Organizations

 2 Marin Wildfire Prevention Authority (MWPA)

 3 Home Hardening and Defensible Space Resources 
for Residents

 4 Fire Safe Marin’s Collaborative Wildfire Public 
Education and Programs

 5 New Evacuation Laws, Key Considerations and 
Planning Resources

 6 Coming Soon 2022 – State Resources

 7 Integrating Lessons into Land Use and Housing 
Element Planning

 29



30

Thank you for 
joining today!

Check out the new web portal
https://abag.ca.gov/technical-assistance/wildfires-how-
preserve-and-protect-housing

Remember the Resource Guides



THANK YOU TO OUR SESSION SPEAKERS!
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